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Flush Line - New 昀氀ush aesthetics for window and door 昀椀ttings

Less is often more: HAFI has taken up the design trend of reducing visible structures and developed a new product 
line for door and developed a new product line for door, window and lift-and-slide handles. The result is a combinati-
on of aesthetics, 昀氀ushness and convincing ease of installation. Thanks to the design option of 昀氀ush-mounted design 
roses in the same color as the door or window element, the cover merges with the surface to form a single design 
unit. This brings the handle design more into focus for the observer.

At BAU 2017 in Munich, HAFI is presenting this newly developed and patented Flush Line.
The Flush Line o昀昀ers a selection of round, oval and angular design rosettes, which can be combined with all lever 
handle designs from the extensive, cross-trade HAFI product portfolio. Thus, for the 昀椀rst time, it is possible for archi-
tects and planners to realize all trades with the same design approach without restriction. The rosettes are available 
in the surfaces polished stainless steel, matt brushed, and RAL painted on request.

Flush Line Door Fitting
The reduction of the installation height to just 4mm, without dispensing with an integrated hold-up spring mecha-
nism, clearly sets the Flush Line apart from all competitor products. This combination is available for the 昀椀rst time 
in the contract sector. 
After fastening the substructures in or on the door leaf, the door handle set can be simple „push-click“ function and 
the tightening of a grub screw in no time at all. 
With the appropriate door thickness, the Flush Line can also be integrated 昀氀ush into the door leaf.

Flush Line window handle
The window handle is mounted on a substructure with ball catches without visible grub screw. The „push-click“ function 
allows the cover to be installed and removed without tools by simply snapping the rosette onto the substructure. 
The 昀氀ush-mounting of the cover brings the respective window handle design more to the fore.

Flush Line lift and slide door handle
HAFI also transfers the consistent design approach of the Flush Line to the area of lift-slide door elements. The paten-
ted „Push-Push“ function makes it possible for the 昀椀rst time to recess a lift-slide door handle 昀氀ush with the surface of 
aluminum or wooden sliding doors for easy installation.

Thanks to the various surface 昀椀nishes in polished stainless steel, matt brushed or according to RAL wishes, the lift-
and-slide door handle also o昀昀ers the possibility of merging the cover with the surface of the door element to form 
a single unit.

The new lever handle models HAFI Design 218 XXL and HAFI Design 245 XXL as well as the new angular rosette with 
a Design edge and the angular handle shell expand the HAFI product range and make it one of the most compre-
hensive ranges in the hardware sector for high-quality lift-slide door elements. 

HAFI Beschläge GmbH

HAFI Beschläge GmbH, founded in 1978, is a medium-sized company that manufactures a wide range of high-qua-
lity hardware products from stainless steel. HAFI o昀昀ers the right solution for every type of building and every 
requirement. From lever handles for residential buildings to electronic locking systems for public buildings. 
Shape and surface 昀椀nish can be realized individually.
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